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CAMPUS WELCOMES FIFTH INTERNATIONAL HIP HOP FESTIVAL

BENJAMIN PATE' ll I ARTS EDITO

On Friday, April 9, and Saturday, April I 0, Trinity College hosted the fifth annual International Hip Hop Festival. The first Hip Hop Festival was held in
2006, when the first student branch of the Temple of Hip Hop was formed. The Temple of Hip Hop, a vision of iconic artist and activist KRS-One, has since
become a national organization. The diverse performances, lectures, graffiti works, and break dance battles augment the Temple's mission to promote hip hop as
a genuine political movement and culture, and through community engagement and exhibition, the festival furthers awareness of hip hop culture and socially
conscious music. Per usual, the Trinity community welcomed the festival's events on campus this year.
-Benjamin Pate '11, Arts Editor

Tutu Speaks at Ordination in Koeppel Senior Thesis Explores
ALLISON PICKENS '12

Forgotten Photographer

NEWS EDITOR

The
Most
Reverend
Desmond Tutu spoke at the
ordination and consecration of
the Reverend Ian T. Douglas
as the 15th Diocesan Bishop of
the Episcopal Diocese of
Connecticut on Saturday,
April 17 at the Koeppel
Community Sports Center.
Douglas is an Angus Dun
Professor at the Episcopal
Divinity School in Cambridge,
Mass., and works as a consultant to the Presiding Bishop
and House of Bishops of the
Episcopal
Church,
USA.
Residing in Belmont with his
wife and three children,
Douglas' work in the Church
has focused on global outreach
and reconciliation.
As an associate for the
Overseas Leadership Development
at the Episcopal Church Center
in New York, N.Y., Douglas
spent time volunteering at L'
Eglise Episcopale d'haiti (The
Episcopal Church of Haiti).
Douglas' work as a mis·
sionary for international
peace gained him recognition
within the Episcopal Church
and he was ordained and consecrated as the Diocesan
Bishop this past Saturday.
The Koeppel Community
Sports Center was transformed for the day from an ice
skating rink to a spiritual
haven, complete with banners,

SARAH HARVEY '11
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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President Jones poses with Desmond Tutu and other Episcopal clergy memb e rs.

flowers, and an ornate altar
with more than 2,100 religious
figures, church members, and
visitors in attendance.
The head consecrator,
Katharine Jefferts Schori, the
26th Presiding Bishop of the
Episcopal Church presided
over the event. Also present

was President James F. Jones,
Jr., and College Ch aplain
Reverend Allison Read. Both
Jones and Read were part of
the 450 -person procession,
which included more than 40
bishops and 300 priests.

see MOST on page 6

COMMII'IEE EVALUATES
THEME HOUSING
GREG LEITAO '12
NEWS EDITOR

Trinity's administration
has begun evaluating themed
housing on Vernon Street and
Allen Place in order to judge
whether or not the organizations should be kept where
they are. The Vernon-Allen
Committee is working under

the belief that holding a
prominent space on campus is
a privilege, and is using the
evaluation process so that
groups who have these spaces
"can demonstrate their value
to the campus community and
members of the community
can comment on the activities

When senior Alyssa Simpson
was researching her American
Studies project on female photographers during the Farm
Security Administration, she
came across the contact number
for a little-known photographer
named Charlotte Brooks. She
called the number, assuming a
museum or agent would answer,
and was surprised to hear
Charlotte herself on the other
end of the line. This phone call
le<;l to an interview with the 91y ea rtld photographer, and
Simpson's project soon developed into a 99-page thesis about
the life and work of Charlotte
Brooks.
Brooks was the first and
only female staff photographer

for Look magazine from 1951 to
1971. Simpson is currently
exhibiting some of Brooks' work
in the Mather Art Space as part
of her senior thesis on the photographer. Simpson describes
Brooks' photo-essays as "marvelous," yet her work remains
largely unknown. Using "photographic technique, sharp focus,
and powerful composition,"
Brooks was able to capture and
share "love, distress, fear, pride,
and sorrow" with the millions of
Americans who read Look dur
ing an age when picture maga·
zines were exceedingly successful. Brooks' photographs were
able to tell stories through her
images of American culture, and
the images exhibited in Mather
Hall still resonate today.

see SIMPSON onlage 8
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Alyssa Simpson '10 is introduced by Professor Louis Masur at her thesis exhibit.
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The Trap of the Summer Internship
The Tripods managing editor, Elizabeth Agresta '11, discussed in a recent editorial (330-10) her possible alternatives
to a summer internship. For
many students a summer
internship is considered a necessary part of the undergraduate
experience, and the alternatives
are
just
not
practical.
Internships provide students
with insight into a potential
career path, and, perhaps more
importantly, many employers
look specifically for internship
experiences on a resume. The
summer months are usually the
most popular and most convenient time to obtain an intern·
ship; esnecially for those who
have major r~quirements to fin·
ish or want to intern somewhere
outside of Hartford.' Th~se
internships .c an be a 'Yonderful
experience in the present, as
well as a beneficial experience
for the future.
However, in today's economy
it is getting increasingly difficult
to find a paid internship. Many
employers offer internships in
exchange for academic credit,
while fewer and fewer offer mon·
etary compensation. The New
York Times reported on April 3
that state governments are
cracking down on unpaid intern·

ships on the grounds that they
violate minimum wage laws. In
order to avoid hiring illegal
unpaid interns while still bene·
fiting from the "free" labor, most
companies offer internships for
school credit.
Unfortunately, the problem
for students remains in the fact
that many of us neither need nor
want school credit from a summer internship. In order to get
credit for an internship you need
to pay the school for the credit as
if you were payi~g for a coursy~
At Trinity it costs $1,500 per
credit, so you could be deeply in
debt before the summer even
starts. Essentially, you (or, more
likely, your parents) are paying
your employer to do entry-level
work.
Only a ' few students are
lucky enough to be able to afford
the luxury of making negative
money during the summer
months. Sure, an internship for
credit may look great on a
resume and pay off in the end,
but for some the prospect of not
making any money over the
summer is just not worth it. I
was lucky enough land a paying
internship for this summer.
However, when my prospects
were looking especially dim I
was tempted to return to my

waitressing job and make some
money. I held a part-time unpaid
internship last summer, I went
abroad and was pummeled by
the strong British pound, and I
felt it was finally time to make
some cold, hard cash. This idea
was scoffed at by many - how
would I ever find a job after
graduation with mere waitress·
ing experience? My attitude was
simply more shortsighted - how
would I ever have extra money
to pay for gas or food next year if
I spent the summer paying to
work?
'
Alas,
internships
are
increasingly becoming unofficial
requirements for many post·
graduate jobs, separating the
more experienced students from
the masses. The result is an
unfair advantage for _wealthy
graduates whose socioeconomic
background allowed them to
hold summer internships for
credit. This system is only grow·
ing, with 50 percent of graduat·
ing students in 2008 having held
internships, up from 17 percent
in 1992. As the job market
becomes more selective, are stu·
dents going to have to look else·
where to rise above their intership·weilding peers?
-S.E.H.

Close Encounters of the Animal Kind
In my 21 years of existence, I
have experienced urban, subur·
ban, and rural living. I spent the
majority of my pre· kindergarten
years in East Hartford, Conn.,
lived in Las Vegas, N.V, until I
was 12, and have lived in the
northeast (specifically, the New
York Capital Region) since 2001.
So I've seen my fair share of city
living and, conversely, enjoyed
the many gifts that nature has
to offer).
What's funny, though, is that
I didn't have much interaction
with nature until I came to
Trinity. Weird, considering it is,
for all intents and purposes, a
tiny Concrete Jungle (a la New
York, N.Y.). Of course, that didn't stop that skunk from jump·
ing out at me from behind one of
the trashcans next to MCEC last
year. And it certainly didn't stop
that (possibly rabid) raccoon
from chasing me halfway up
Summit Street on Saturday
evening.
This isn't the first time I've
seen a raccoon on campus; last
semester a gigantic one (possibly
the same one, actually, judging
by the size of it - I'm not kidding, this thing was bigger than
my 16-pound cat) took up residence for an evening in the tree
between Elton and the Health
Center. I ran into the raccoon on
Saturday around the same
place, though this time it was
light out and the raccoon was
lurking behind the hedge next to
aforementioned tree. I don't
think I noticed it initially when I
went outside to meet the Pizza
Hut delivery guy, but anyone
rtpo

would have a hard time missing what I did next; I must have
it on the walk back. This thing twitched in a way it didn't like or
was the size of a small Labrador, dared to meet its gaze, because
and it was lumbering around not it charged at me again. To any·
20 feet from the path I was one who saw a girl in a Syracuse
University sweatshirt carrying a
standing on.
I'm still not entirely sure couple of boxes from Pizza Hut
why my first impulse was to and screaming her face off
whip out my cell phone and try around 7 p.m. on Saturday: I am
to take a picture of it. (In hind- not a crazy person. I am, howev·
sight, I think my egregious lapse er, the kind of person whose priin judgment probably stems mary objective in life is selffrom my deep-seated desire to be preservation.
Internet-famous, and sending
Of course, I can appreciate
the picture to my Twitter would the irony of a girl who spent the
be the first step toward success. greater part of her formative
Delusions of grandeur: I have years in a rural area full of crit·
them.) As my mother would say: ters and bugs and nature spend·
for someone with a considerable ing Saturday night in her room
level of intelligence, I can be forming a battle plan should the
pretty stupid sometimes.
raccoon follow her scent and try
Much to my surprise, the to finish her off. And I admit
not-so· little critter looked up, that I am probably not doing
stared at me for a moment, and much for my sex by acting like
then charged. Charged. I backed such a stereotypically wimpy
away, turned, screamed, and girl (the kind that full-on
promptly tripped. For a split sec- screams and flails in the pres·
ond I thought I was going to end ence of insects, who makes the
up sprawled on the ground and closest boy kill it while she cow·
the raccoon would leap onto me ers in fear) . But it's moments
and start chewing off various like these that remind me why I
appendages and possibly muti- like city living ... and make me
late my face , but I only lost my wonder just why nature seems
flip-flop . Not one to be hindered to be encroaching on our tiny
by shoelessness, I kept running Concrete Jungle.
until I was in the middle of the
One of my dear friends said
Health Center driveway. I t o me when I relayed my story to
turned around once I felt like I her, "I h ate nature. I don't ca re
was a safe distance away, and what Disney movies say, it is out
saw it standing by my forgotten to get us." I don't know about
sandal, which I think it sniffed.
that . . . but I do know th at I'll
"Oh God," I thought to n ever be able to wat ch
myself, "it knows what I smell Pocahontas the same way ever
liker
again.
I think I blacked out a little
bit because I don't remember
-E.AA.
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Their Decisions Shape Our History
ZACH SONENSHINE '11

Deal legislation did not.
"The switch in time saves
nine" refers to two conservative
History's lens is a selective justices that changed their
one, focusing on landmark jurisprudence to affirm New
events and defining moments; Deal legislation. Of course, this
winners write history. When the switch in time did not really
history books have been written, save the fixture of nine Supreme
President Obama's healthcare Court justices. FDR's court
bill will be viewed as a monu· packing plan received great crit·
mental victory, and will likely icism and was highly unpopular
define his presiden·
in the
Senate.
In a society
cy and quite possi·
Rather, the switch
where we are
bly his legacy. His
in time saved FDR's
consumed
name will be placed
agenda, and perwith and
in textbooks next to
haps his legacy.
remember
Lyndon B. Johnson
Justice Roberts
and
Franklin
and Justice Owens
headlines
Delano Roosevelt
were the two con·
and outcomes
for their transforservatives
who
over process,
mative social legis·
changed
their
plot and
lation. Absent from
views. While not a
intricacies,
history's headlines,
headline in New
the timely
however, are piv·
Deal history, "the
significant of
otal and defining
switch in time saves
a moment is
moments many of
nine," was perhaps
often diswhich
directly
the pivotal moment
places from
in insuring its exis·
affected the story·
our memoline.
tence and its perries ...
In a society
manence.
where we are con·
Let's fast for·
sumed with and remember ward to 2010.
headlines and outcomes over
Mere weeks after the pas·
process, plot and intricacies, the sage of healthcare, history
timely significance of a moment begins to write the narrative in
is often displaced from our mem· favor of Obama. After the bill
ories once the history books have was signed into law, Frank Rich
been written.
of the New York Times sardon·
In 1937, FDR proposed what ically wrote a column called,
is commonly referred to as the "It's a Bird, It's a Plane, It's
"court·packing plan." In an Obama," in which Rich was crit·
attempt to save his New Deal ical of our winner-take· all coveragenda from the scrutiny of a age. The mainstream media
notoriously conservative court, had almost instantaneously
Roosevelt proposed to appoint declared Obama the winner,
six new justices to the Supreme absolving him of months of crit·
Court, all of which would likely ic1sm. The comparisons to
be in favor of New Deal legisla· FDR's New Deal had replaced
tion.
those of failed Jimmy Carter
The plan failed, but the New policies.
CO TRIBUTING EDITOR

Rich was one of few who
were cynical of our need to
indulge
and
hyperbolize
Obama's victory.
While I do not intend to harp
on criticisms that did not mate·
rialize, I do think that aspects of
the road to political victory were
largely forgotten from the ensu·
ing narrative.
Specifically,
Congressman Bart Stupak's 15
minutes of fame, and his histori·
cal significance, expired as the
President signed the bill into
law.
Stupak, who made a name
for himself as a pro· life
Democrat, protested the health·
care bill until the eleventh hour.
Much like that of Justice
Roberts and Justice Owens in
1937, Congressman Stupak
made an ideological compromise
- for whatever reason - which
benefited the Presidents agenda.
These moments tend to receive
little space in the annals of his·
tory.
There is something to be said
for those who truly decide histo·
ry. Certainly Obama and FDR's
ambitious agenda and successes
are to be acclaimed. Ultimately,
however, we must note that ours
is a society that hyperbolically
rewards winners and ostracized
losers.
Stupak, Owens, and Roberts
seemed to have reached a point
of inflection - a point where ide·
ology comes into contact with
pragmatism - and they were
forced to make a decision. These
decisions may have been borne
out of differing motivations some political, some practical, or
some intellectual. Still, their
decisions paved the way for his·
tory's narrative - a narrative
from which they were sidelined.

Diallo Prepared to Balance Pressure
BRYCE BLUM '10
ANDREW GRUBIN '10

While it goes largely unno·
ticed, the student body's agen·
OPI IONS CO TRIBUTORS
da is largely shaped by the
SGA President and his close
This past week, the advisors; he determines which
Student
Government battles are worth fighting and
Association (SGA)
how to appropri ·
elections
took
ately fight them Our optiplace in a rather
whether it is a
m1sm is
unexciting fash·
threat to a schol·
based on
ion. Only one of
arship program,
Ibrahim's
the races was con·
changes
to
experience,
tested; the voter
Chartwells, cam·
intellect, and
turnout was corre·
pus safety reform,
spondingly
low.
thoughtfulpolicies concern·
With that said,
ing
the
ness.
there was a partic·
cultural/social
Ibrahim
ularly interesting
houses, etc. The
understands
outcome of the
position,
which
the demands
election that I'm
requires
approxi·
of the job
sure has been
mately
25·30
and has exeov e rlooked:
hours of work a
cuted many
Ibrahim
Diallo
week, is incredibly
of
them as a
was elected presi·
demanding; the
former Vice
dent. Despite his
President
is
President.
lack of opposition,
required to bal·
he is poised to
ance the concerns
carry out the SGA President's and arguments among stu·
enormous responsibilities in dents, faculty, and adminis·
an impressive and commend· trators.
able manner.
The amount of pressure,
&

intense scrutiny, and lack of
acknowledgment has previ·
ously derailed some who have
held the position. We are quite
certain that this will not hap·
pen to Ibrahim.
Our optimism is based on
Ibrahim's experience, in tel·
lect, and thoughtfulness.
Ibrahim understands the
demands of the job and has
executed many of them as a
former Vice President.
He has served on the SGA
since his first semester at
Trinity and quickly rose
through the ranks. Though he
was rather soft spoken in his
first general body meetings, it
became abundantly clear from
the moment he opened his
mouth in committee that he
would one day rise to lead the
organization. As a sophomore,
he served as the Vice
President of the Multicultural
Affairs Committee (MAC) ,
during which time he helped

Obama's Red Ink,
Language, and the Point
JAMES E. KUKSTIS '10
SENIOR EDITOR

A few of my English profes·
sors don't assign page lengths
for papers. "Take as much
space as you need to prove
your argument," they say.
With a proper topic, only a certain length is possible or desir·
able. The trick is, of course,
not finding a way to stretch
your topic to 10 pages, but
finding a topic that will fit
nicely in 10 pages. When writ·
ing for my adviser, he requires
that students remove "all
unnecessary words." For me,
this often means adverbs, con·
fusing sentences, ambiguous
pronouns, many of which you
may or may not see in this or
any of the pieces I've written
for this newspaper. The prob·
lem with academic papers can
be the same we face for Tripod
articles: sometimes, we just
don't have enough time.
This lack of time can be a
result of a lack of preparation,
a lack of motivation, or a surplus of tasks to accomplish,
but really, it doesn't matter,
because more often than not
the time simply isn't there. A
second draft is always more
powerful than the first draft,
and suit follows for the third
and fourth beyond that. Too
often do we ignore the act of
writing as a process; we get to
our real point at the end.
A friend of mine posted a
picture to his Facebook a cou·
ple of weeks ago from the
White House's Flickr account.
The picture was of President
Obama and speechwriter Jon
Favreau looking over the
President's edits to a speech.
The edits are extensive, and in
Obama's handwriting. He has
crossed out large sections,
rewritten segments in the
margins, and crossed out some
of his rewrites as well. He

removes a lot of the third person pronouns and replaces
them with the names or
groups they represent (i.e.
"him" becomes "Teddy", "They"
becomes "our predecessors"),
vague terms ("compassion")
are explained a little more
("concern and regard for the
plight of others"), seemingly
fickle comments about his
family life are removed, and he
transforms at least one wan·
dering 73·word long sentence
into four shorter, crisper, more
concise sentences. This image
had me transfixed.
From the picture of his
edits, and from another pie·
ture on the White House
Flickr of a yellow legal pad
with a hand-written speech by
the President on it, it becomes
clear that our Commander-in·
Chief understands the importance of words and, more strik·
ingly, the importance and
power of selecting the right
words. This is a convenience
that is, unfortunately, either
not afforded to us as college
students, or is something that
we as a culture are slowly slip·
ping away from appreciating.
How often, while writing a
paper, are students too
pressed for time? I hear class·
mates complain all the time
that professors seem unaware
that we are all enrolled in
more than one class, many of
which are off the same difficul·
ty level. In an academic envi·
ronment in which much is
expected, much is deserved,
but I fear that time con·
straints and the variety and
multitude of academic pres·
sures blurs the possibility of
constantly concise, pointed
writing. It is one of the things
that is worth the time spent on
it, and is one of the things that
need not disappear in the digi·
tal age with text surrounding
us.

see NEWEST on page 5
COURTESY OF www. flickr.com
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Drop T.C.A.C. Like
It's Hot .•.
ABIGAIL ALDERMAN '11

could join without any reservations, change into an elected
board of entirely music-orientGoing into my third Spring ed students. While these elecWeekend, I find the hype for tions do ensure that those
the event has only grown since members now on the board are
my first year at Trinity. My fully dedicated to P'1tting their
friends and classmates have all into the group, many of the
been periodically checking the members, including myself, no
weather for this weekend longer have any affiliation with
throughout their busy days of the group. Though knowledge
class. The people I sat next to of music is an extremely imporin the library last night were tant aspect of developing EAC
rocking out to Snoop Dogg or events, the wide range of tastes
Mickey Avalon while crunching that once existed on the board
math problems with their cal- has vanished. People who
culators. I am not
merely wished to
sure whether the
help brainstorm for
It is a very
excitement level is
events and concerts
answer is no, I repeated that a enhanced due to the
no longer have the
positive
hundred times! I am not com- fact that I, along
ability to do so.
response
ing! But I want you to have a with most of my
There are benefits
that
grand time, take care of your- friends, are now junand
drawbacks to all
Trinity
selves, and the other thing iors and have expechanges,
and I think
students
that does bother me ... some- rienced two full
in the future, the
are finally
times I get really hurt by the Spring Weekends'
changes that have
happy
condition of the quadrangle worth of fun, or
been made to the
about the
after these events. Because whether it is the
EAC will prove to be
Spring
the idea of our trashing of the drastic changes that
very beneficial for
Weekend
lawn at UVA, it never dawned have been impleour
campus .
concert,
on any of us. Everyone mented
by
the
Conversely, all stusmoked cigarettes in those Entertainment
but at
dents at Trinity who
days and you didn't leave a Activities Council
experienced the past
what cost?
cigarette butt on the lawn at (EAC).
successes of this com UVA. You wouldn't have been
My
freshman
mittee, such as the
capable of doing that, and I and
sophomore
Fall Concert and the
want all of you to be as years at Trinity, I was a mem- Luau, are noticing the lack of
respectful of this unbelievably ber of the EAC, formally (and events. It is a very positive
beautiful place as you possi- fondly) known as the Trinity response that ~inity students
bly could be. So no, I don't College Activities Council are finally happy about the
think it's insanity, I think it's (TCAC). I was welcomed in as a Spring Weekend concert, but at
just, well, look at Stravinsky's freshman and was thrilled to what cost?
"The Rite of Spring." It caused be so involved in a group that
The Luau, which used to be
a riot when it was first per- provided such important and campus-wide dance on the
formed, and people literally beloved Trinity events. Last Cave patio, complete with
thought the end of civilization year, as a sophomore, I saw snacks and a chocolate founhad occurred. He didn't call it very large changes adopted by tain, is now a DJ show. While
"The Rite of Fall" or "The Rite the organization. After years of I'm sure the music will be fanof Winter" or "The Rite of running as its own entity, tastic, there will be many
Summer, he called it "The TCAC was taken in as a faction upperclassmen questioning the
Rite of Spring," for a very of the budget committee and change. The EAC has also had
important reason. This is as re-deemed EAC.
to cut back on many of their
Stravinsky-esque or RabelaisAt first, I was very against usual events in order to have
ian as it possibly could be. So, the change I saw transform the enough money to secure such
I hope you all have a wonder- committee. I saw a group com- highly sough after artists. This
ful time and your readers can posed of members from all weekend will prove whether
help my inbox by not asking classes and social groups, who the trade-off was truly worth it.
me anymore if I can come
with my wife and bring the
dogs. We are not going to be
there.
OPINIONS EDITOR

John
Downes· Angus library staff can barely handle
(JDA): Some people view the number of people coming
Spring Weekend as insane in and out of that turnstile. It
and others view it as some- was right after Spring
thing that keeps them coming Weekend of my first year
back for more, something to here, six years ago, that I got
look forward to. Where do you humbled by the student body
for not having the library
stand
James F. Jones, Jr. open 24 hours a day, which is
(J J) :Well, the tradition of of course the thing that every
having a Spring bacchanalia president dreams of, ya know?
goes back thousands of years. You get very emotive petitions
You can find it in classical lit- from the students about
erature;
it
exists
in longer library hours; I
Shakespeare, to say nothing thought, God, this is the most
for people like Rabelais and wonderful place I've ever been
Lawrence Stern. So crocuses to. But I think it's important
come up and dafodils start to for you to let off steam. My
bloom, the flowering cherry concerns are always that you
trees and so forth and so on, take care of yourselves. I
and the students all over the always worry about the
world come out of winter underage drinking to excess
hibernation
and
frolic. and I've told you this a hunStudents have been frolicking dred times: I don't want to do
as long as there have been any more funerals for any
students. And it would not be more of you, I've done enough.
a good idea for you to go and I don't want to do any more,
ask my wife about me at your it's the worst part of my job.
age. The Spring Weekend at So I want you to have a grand
the University of Virgina was time, and this year I'm sure
called Easters and it was a the student body would be
serious frolic. Do I think that astonished to know that even
it's important for you to let off I know something about the
steam before the final press of band that is coming. I can't
the last several weeks of the recall that being the case
term and your exams . . . and before. Snoop Dogg is coming,
those papers you didn't start and no, I am not going to
on time, and the books you appear! Everybody keeps askdidn't get to. So every year I ing me about that. I must get
watch this and we have 20 requests a day asking me if
Spring Weekend and that I'm going to appear at the
passes to the time that the Snoop Dogg concert. The

Interested in writing for

Top 10 Songs to Listen to on Sunday
KELSEY KATS '13
OPINIONS EDITOR

1. I Want To Rock
By: Snoop Dogg

6. Mr. Right
By: Mickey Avalon

2. Jone Fonda

7. I'.m In Miami

By: Mickey Avalon

Bitch
By: LMFAO

3. Gin and Juice
By: Snoop Dogg
4. Shots!
By: LMFAO
5. Snoopafella
By: Snoop Doqq

8. Drop It Like Its
Hot
By: Snoop Dogg
9. Yes
By: LMFAO

10. What Do You
Say When You're
Too F***** Up?
By: Mickey Avalon
The Tripod
Staff
wishes you
a happy
Spring
Weekend!
Please rage
safely!
COURTESY of www.:u:ktimes.com

the
Opinions Section?

Contact Abigail Alderman
or Kelsey Kats at
abigail.alderman@trincoll.
edu or kelsey.kats@
trincoll.edu for more
information!
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Welcoming Uncertain Responses

Newest SGA President
Leads by Exainple

PRESTON MADDOCK '12
OPINIONSCO TIUBUTOR

Human culture in all varieties extols certitude. History
is ripe with examples of
charismatic, confident leaders, acutely assured of the
righteousness of their worldview. Societal authorities of
all stripes are expected to
have a comprehension of
human life that far exceeds
the common man's. Yet, as
this notion persists, we are
continually reminded of how
little we genuinely understand. Humility in the face of
the unknown may serve us all
well.
Reasonably, to most of
life's countless exasperating
questions our minds answer
honestly and simply: you do
not have the faintest idea.
We would like to think things
happen for sound reasons,
that our positions in life today
are products of fate not
chance, that the map of the
past determines the proper
course for the future .
Unsettlingly, these are empty
hopes and assumptions.
Nevertheless,
modern
society does not accept the
sincerity of uncertainty.
Unforeseen events ignite
journalists and government
sponsored commissions to
retrospectively explain away
our lapses in judgment. The

old adage goes, "Those who don't
understand history are doomed
to repeat it." Fair enough. The
truth in this cliche, however,
should not be extended to man's
ability to accurately predict and
prepare for the future.
Evidently, the world is not a
wholly random, indiscriminate
place. There is good reason for
many social customs and hierar
chies. When patterns do indeed
exist , legitimate lessons are and
should be drawn from them.
Nonetheless, society's emphasis
on the conviction of its leaders
leaves it naively and repeatedly
exposed the deepest truth of an:
human fallibility.
Former Federal Reserve
Chairman, Alan Greenspan,
recently testified to Congress
that during his tenure his views
on the economy were probably
off base 30 percent of the time.
Given the nature of the current
financial crisis, this is probably a
conservative estimate.
More
surprising than this admission
though should be the fact that
Greenspan, nicknamed "The
Oracle" during his time at the
Fed, was heralded for his policies. Only after the mortgage
meltdown can we see that
Greenspan's unwavering certainty in low interest rates
inflated the credit bubble, which,
having now violently popped,
has brought the global financial
system back to reality. Of
course, Greenspan is not alone

'A ong t e
.._ong Walk
"Mikey Avalon, no
doubt!"

in his fall from a previous popularly accepted dogma.
Following a decade of relative international peace punctuated by a handful of short-lived
nation building operations,
America was astounded by the
attacks of 9/11. The comfortable
insulation provided the west
with democracy's triumph in the
Cold War quickly gave way to
the sober reality of the proliferation and capability of Islamic
fundamentalism.
Americans
understandably felt violated,
and rallied behind their government's response. Unfortunately
our emotions got the best of us
and we recklessly trusted zealots
like Dick Cheney and Donald
Rumsfeld. In hindsight, the
ways in which the war in Iraq
was sold and then subsequently
run by the neo·cons of the Bush
administration are unacceptable
to the American people and their
values. I think it's fair to say,
like Greenspan, Cheney and
Rumsfeld were also wrong at
least thirty percent of the time.
While many policy makers
have earned our respect, we cannot forget that they too are
human and prone to imperfection. As society continues to hold
its authorities to the certitude
standard, it continues to prime
itself for emotionally extreme
responses to ups and downs. It
would do us well to welcome the
honest response, "I just don't
know."

continued from page 3

shape the currently more
organized and effective body
that is responsible for the significant improvements in
Trinity's social scene . He also
developed the blueprint that
was later adopted by the SGA,
which resulted in a majority
of the Vernon-Allen and cultural houses rece1vmg a
$10,000 dollar operating
budget. These budgets are
largely responsible for the
succes~ of organizations like
the Mill, ASSA, and many of
the other cultural organiza tions that have arisen this
year and enhanced our campus climate.
The
following
year,
Ibrahim became the SGA
Executive Vice President. In
this position, he played a vital
role in implementing every
SGA initiative, whether it was
the new intramural sports
program, the elimination of
daily limits on meal plans,
making ISBN numbers available to students, stress
busters, common room renovations, or the acquisition of a
new weight room.
Ultimately, Ibrahim leads
by example. He is a fair minded and compassionate person

COURTESY Or www.facebook.com

who has the desire to foster a
better Trinity and will work
tirelessly to see that his goal
comes to fruition. Given his
diverse background and wide
ranging involvement, he is the
perfect student to continuing
bridging
social
divides,
improve campus climate, and
represent the student body in
every possible respect.
We are proud to have
worked with him and are
lucky to have had the chance
to gotten to know him as a
friend. We enthusiastically
endorse his future presidency;
even though he didn't win a
competitive election, he is
absolutely the right man for
the job. There is no one else
we would rather see carry the
torch in the coming year.

tDfjat 'Are ~ou IDost 1ooKing
forwarS to 'At tfjis ~ear's
§pring tDeeKenS?
"Treasure Fingers."

"Chill1n' out on the
qua.di"

Alex Anderson '12
Bri Dix '11

Preston Maddock
'12

"Snoop Dogg ...
finally a. good
concerti"
Tom Caruthers '10

"I'm looking forward to Mikey
Avalon, because I
can't wait to do the
Jane Fonda."

"A lot of fun...a.nd
Snoop."
Craig Drusbosky
'11

Quentin Reynolds
'10

"Not being here! I
finally know the
artist after six
years and no, I am
not going to the
concert."
Prez Jones

"Spring Weekend
starts tomorrow ...
so 4/20."

"Opening for the

concerti"
Greg Delgiudice '12

Andres Vargas '11

NEWS
The Trinity Tripod

Most Reverend Desmond Tutu Speaks of Togetherness and Love
continued from page 1
Although the day was in honor
of Douglas, The Most Reverend
Desmond Tutu's appearance
and speech grew large crowds
and increased interest. Anglican
Archbishop Emeritus of Cape
Town, South Africa, Tutu urged
those present to devote themselves to peace and unity.
"We are all God's children;
we must all be one. We must
show the world [. . .] each child is
precious, tell the children that
Jesus loves them. Tell them,"
Tutu said. Tutu continued his
sermon, asking that people look
beyond race, gender, sexual orientation, and age and know that
everyone is a part of"God's family."
Douglas was pleased Tutu
spoke at his consecration noting
that Tutu was a "real mentor" of
his. He embodies reconciliation,
the beloved community, which
presupposes diversity," Douglas
said.
Tutu stressed the importance of inclusion and peace,
regardless of creed, noting that
God loves all people whether
they identify as Christian,
Islam,
Jewish,
Buddhist,
Hindu, etc.
Gaining international fame
as an avid opponent of
apartheid in South Africa in the

COURTESY OF trincoll.edu

Anglican Archbishop Emeritus of Cape Town, South Africa, The Most Reverend Desmond Tutu spoke of peace and unity at the consecration of Reverend Ian T. Douglas.

1980s, Tutu, 78, won the Nobel
Peace Prize in 1984 and was the
first black South African
Anglican Archbishop of Cape
Town. Tutu has also been
awarded the Bishop John T.
Walker
Distinguished
Humanitarian Service Award in
1992 and was given the
"Freedom of the City" in cities in
Italy, Wales, England, and the
Democratic Republic of Congo.
Tutu organized numerous
peaceful protests and marches
which brought more than
30,000 people onto the streets of
Cape Town in opposition to

apartheid. After the dissolution
of apartheid, Tutu continued his
humanitarian and philanthrop·
ic work, advocating to end
poverty, disease, racism, focusing especially on the rights of
women, children, and war.
In 2000, Tutu founded the
Desmond
Tutu
Peace
Foundation to raise money for
Tutu's Peace Centre in South
Africa. The mission of the Peace
Centre is to "serve the people of
South Africa, Africa and global·
ly" by delivering "programmes
that promote conflict resolution,
restoring social justice to mar

ginalised people and inspiring
leaders to be responsible and
committed to the people they
serve," according to the Centre's
Web site.
Jones was especially moved
by Tutu's speech of tolerance
and love. "It was a little gem in
its own right: sharply honed and
beautifully wrought. I thought
the rises and falls in his voice
were really significant. He had
everyone in the Koeppel
Community Sports Complex in
his proverbial hand. And the
topic: especially now, with so
much of the world's religions

pulled apart by arguments over
gays being consecrated bishops,
and people killing other in the
name of whatever they call God,
and all the rest, to have heard
the Archbishop preach on unity
within the religions of the world
was inspiring. I loved the line
about trying to imagine the
Dalai Lama before God and
God's saying to this eminent
human being that he was not
included because he was not a
Christian - very powerful sentiments there about inclusivity.
it was just wonderful," Jones
said.

Trinity Senior Environmental Major Honored at State Capitol
KAI PAINE '11
EWS CONTRIBUTOR

Elisabeth Cianciola '10 was
honored in a ceremony at the
State Capitol for College
Academic Day on Wednesday,
April
14.
The
General
Assembly and Connecticut
Conference of Independent
Colleges (CCIC) hosted the ceremony.
Founded in 1932, the CCIC
represents 16 nonprofit independent colleges and universities in Connecticut in order to
"articulate the public benefit of
independent higher education
at both the state and national
levels and inform public policy
decisions relating to the interests of member institutions and
to facilitate cooperative efforts
among member institutions
aimed at improving services or
reducing costs," according to
the Conference's Web site.
Trinity is considered one of the
16 CCIC colleges.
College Academic Day is a
program begun in 1998 by
Democratic Representatives
Richard Roy and Denise Miller
and Republican Representative
Pam Sawyer in order to "to recognize those students who
attend an institution of higher
learning in Connecticut and
excel in academics and extra -

curricular activities other than
athletics," according to the
press release regarding the
event.
Cianciola was given an offr
cial
Connecticut
General
Citation by Roy, which stated,
"The Connecticut General
Assembly offers its sincerest
congratulations in recognition
of your outstanding academic
achievements. On this 2010
College Academic Day, we com·
mend and congratulate you for
your achievements. The personal qualities that have
enabled you to meet these goals
will serve you well in future
endeavors. You stand as a
model for others to emulate.
The
entire
membership
extends its very best wishes on
this memorable occasion and
expresses the hope for contin·
ued success."
Trinity College nominated
Cianciola. College Academic
Day and its founders do not set
criteria for nomination. Rather,
they allow each of the 16 colleges of the CCIC to nominate
individuals they feel are worthy of recognition.
Cianciola will be graduating
in May with a degree in
Environmental Science. A
native of Cheshire, Conn.,
Cianciola is heavily involved in
green initiatives and environ·

mentally based activities on
campus. She is president of the
TreeHouse, a new Vernon-Allen
theme house dedicated to
decreasing the College's carbon
footprint and living a greener
life.
Also, Cianciola is a member
of the Recycling Task Force,
Campus Sustainability Task
Force, and Trinity's chapter of
Connecticut Public Interest
Research Group (ConnPIRG).
Cianciola's recognition is
just one of many in a string of
recent accomplishments. Last
year she was one of 80 students
chosen to receive the Udall
Scholarship, a scholarship ere·
ated in honor of Morris K.
Udall, an influential environ·
mentalist and former member
of Congress.
Additionally, Cianciola and
Emily Quintion '11 began a
bag-sharing program after
rece1v1ng
a
Campus
Sustainability mini-grant of
$1,800.
The program, implemented
in the Cave and the Bistro, is
designed to decrease plastic
bag usage by offering students
linen and canvas bags to carry
their food . For more informa tion on reducing carbon footprints and living a greener life,
please visit www.compirgstudents.org/trinity.
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Elisabeth Cianciola '10 is honored at the state Capitol for her environmental work.
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Induction Ceremony Honors Neuroscience and Psychology Students
ANNIE VAUGHN '12
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR

On Tuesday, April 13, Trinity
College honored selected students for
their outstanding performance in neuroscience and psychology by inducting
them into the P si Chi and Nu Rho Sci
society. Both scholastic societies were
created to encourage excellence in
their respective fields and promote
professional interest and public awareness.
The Psi Chi society has existed
since 1929 and celebrated its 50th
anniversary as a Trinity College chapter this year. It honors a hand full of
students each year for their dedication
and commitment to the study of psychology.
The mission of Psi Chi is to provide
academic recognition to its inductees
and to nurture its member's creative
development through the activities
and involvement of the local chapters.
The Psi Chi society has recently gone
global in an effort to expand this
rewarding opportunity of lifetime
membership and fellowship grants to
international as well as national advocates of psychology.
The society not only awards
$250,000 in grants every year but also
provides Trinity students , as well as
those around the world , with the
advantages of a solid community and
network of psychology enthusiasts.
Each chapter is run by a student
officer or faculty advisor that shares
an interest and background in the field
of Psychology. Charles A. Dana
Research Associate Professor of

COURTESY OF Annie Vaughn '12

Students were inducted into the l;si C hi and Nu Rho Sci society for their academic achievements.

Psychology and Neuroscience Susan
Masino, who led the induction ceremony on Tue11day, heads Trinity's Psi Chi
chapter.
The students who were honored
included Namrata Bindra '10, Emily A.
Darby ' 10, Claire E. Doucette '10,
Michael G. Frangieh '10, Nayelly D.
Hernandez Perez ' 10, Christine T.
Moody '10, Kristen E. Plumridge '11,
David A. Rowe '10, Jessica R. Sims '10.
The Psi Chi society has been a part
of Trinity's academic culture for 50
years and continues to promote the
same values of hard work and curiosi·

ty in the study of psychology.
The Nu Rho Sci society, unlike Psi
Chi, celebrated its inaugural induction
ceremony on Tuesday and welcomed the
first members of the Trinity Alpha chapter.
The current student inductees were
Nicole R Albino '10, Angela G.
Colantonio '11, Ritika S. Chandra '10,
Shana Conroy '10, Stephen W. English,
Jr. '10, Lea L. Jancic '10, Jacqueline
Parrotta '10, Michael W. Pierce '10,
David A. Rowe '10, Hannah B. Smith
'10, Julia Svedova '11, Deniz
Vatansever '10.
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The alumni honored were Urey
Chow '09, Daniel Coleman '07, Carrie
Disa '09, Kristen McNamara '09, Laura
Taylor Pomeroy '09, Caleb Diamond
Wasser '08.
Nu Rho Sci, like Psi Chi, shares similar goals and tries to encourage professional interest and excellence in neuroscience by promoting awareness and
scholastic opportunities and advantages.
Nu Rho Sci grants travel awards to
many of its student members and holds
regional conferences throughout the
year to foster a sense of community
among its members.
Because the Nu Rho Sci community
was just established at Trinity, the ceremony awarded students as well as pre·
vious graduates of the past five years
who, had the chapter been in effect,
would have been granted membership.
The ceremony itself consisted of the
announcing of the students names and
each student signed their name in the
official book of the society in which they
were being honored.

COURTESY OF Annie Vaughn '12

20 students were honored during the recent ceremony.
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The Trinity Tripod

Day in the Lyfe of a Tripod Staffer: Starbucks, Food, Ennui
REBECCA BROWN '11
TRIPOD FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT

Claimer: The following is nothing
more than complete fact. Any similarities
to actual people, places, or events are
purely intentional and should absolutely
be taken literally. 1
Monday, 9:00 a.m.: I wake up, realize I
love Carver Diserens and wish to emulate
him as much as possible.
9:30 a.m.: I start sending mass texts to
all my friends, subordinates on the paper,
superiors on the paper, and people I barely know in the hopes I cmfind someone to
drive me to Starbucks.
9:40 a.m.: No one has responded. Ha,
that's cute. They think if they ignore me,
I'll go away. I won't.
9:55 a.m.: Class is really getting in the
way of my college experience, I swear.
Doesn't anyone know I have a News section to lay out?
11:10 a.m.: Finally! I burst out of the
classroom and call James Edgar in a
panic. "Do you understand what withdrawal feels like, James? Drive me and I'll
buy you coffee, too. I'll serenade you with
'Womanizer' every time I see you on
Vernon Street ... "
11:11 a.m.: Success. I knew I had him
at 'Womanizer.'
12:30 p.m.: I'm balancing two trays of

coffee for the entire staff on my lap as we
swerve down Summit Street. My thigh is
scalded by whatever uninspired individual ordered ''black coffee." Light iced venti
skim chai with seven pumps, much?
1:00 p.m.: I'm sitting at the News desk,
listening to an enlightened mix of Hill
Duff and ABBA inflicted upon me by the
editorial staff. I check my e-mail, expecting to see five to six ~icles in my in-box
from my dedicated writers.
1:05 p.m.: First-years are going to be
the death of me. What part of Friday by
midnight did they not cover in high
school? Thank God for the only two writers who did get back to me - Aley and
Greg. I've never met them, but they sound
attractive. That's a fun fact of the Tripod
- more often than not, we couldn't pick
our writers out of a lineup. It's kind of a
like an ongoing, extremely flawed mystery.
1:30 p.m.: Madame Editor Lizzie
starts
yelling from
her
office:
"Jaaaaaaaames! Help me with the front
page. Jaaaaaaaaames?! Where are you?"
I'm totally going to dress up as her for
Halloween.
2:30 p.m.: I begin sending frantic emails out to all the First-years who have
wronged me. They quickly descend into a
not-so-vague threat that they better get
their stories to me or I will actually trek

over to North and throw out the empty
Smirnoff bottles they keep lined up as
bizarre alcoholic trophies alongside their
unnaturally shiny "going-out tops."
4:30 p.m.: Finally I hear back from one
of my writers (read: minions) - ''Whoops,
sorry! Hectic weekend and sooooo much
work!" It's like they're not even aware that
I used to intern for a political newspaper
and am a pretty big deal. Like, I talked to
Congressmen. All. The. Time.
5:00 p.m.: By my calculation my coeditor and I will now have to write an
extra article each. Dear First-years,
Watch yourselves. Love, Starr.
5:30 p.m.: Madame Editor Lizzie and I
decide to go on another Starbucks run. On
our way out she orders all her sophomore
boy-toys to go to the Cave and get her
wraps and Gatorade. Sars glares at me,
"You're leaving again?'' Um, does no one
understand whatA-D-D-I-C-T+O-N is?
6:30 p.m.: We breeze back into the
office and ignore the fact everyone hates
us right now. I walk by the Opinions desk
and that Super Senior guy (can't remember his name) is writing about himself on
TrinTalk. Again.
7:00 p.m.: Dinner arrives.
7:01 p.m.: Now that there is food in it
for them, the Humour editors - Hal and
Badman - waltz in. A hush goes over the
office. This is the closest thing to a reli-

gious experience most Tripod staffers ever ·
get.
s:oo p.m.: The food is gone and empty
containers litter the office. As I sit there,
realizing with horror that I just ate a
french fry, I think of everything I've given
up for this paper - happiness, freedom,
and, probably, the ability to find a husband.
9:00 p.m.: I head back to my dorm for
a quick break and run into one of my hallmates. "Did you hear ... " she begins. I cut
her off. I do Tripod, I explain. There's
nothing we DONT know.
9:10 p.m.: Our fact checker hands Sars
and I back our pages. At first I think she
spilled her red pen, but then I see her
expression and my sense of self-worth
shrivels up and dies.
9:45 p.m.: We hand our pages over to
James, the Man Ed. The end is in sight:
11:30 p.m.: James is still editing our
pages. Sars and I sit slumped in our
chairs. Outside I can hear the laughter of
our peers as they walk by. I used to be one
of them. I think.
11:45 p.m.: James walks by and hands
us our pages. "Sloppy. When I was News
Editor ... " I stop listening because history bores me and I'm trying to decide
between "crying'' and "rage."
Tuesday, 12:10 a.m.: Sars and I are
hunched over our pages trying to make
out James' handwriting. "It says hairline!"
I shout. "Are you an idiot? No, it doesn't!
It says to move the line half a centimeter
to the right," she yells back.
12:20 a.m.: We hand over our pages to
Madame Editor Lizzie. She's wearing
jorts and yelling at Wembley to stop whin•ing: She's so cool'.' . ~
"~ vJ~ ~w~
12:45 a.m.: We have some time to kill,
so I go read the online comments from last
week's edition. Sweet! An alum wrote that
he liked my article. I feel validated and
special - like I'm really part of a community ... Oh wait, I just read another from a
student that they hate me, hate the
Tripod, and think I'll never find a job.
1:30 a.m.: Liz Agresta makes a weird
comment about vampires and the
Accidentals. I write it on the chalkboard.
2:00 a.m.: There is literally no one in
this office I don't h8. Ha, just kidding. I
never h8 Lizzie.
2:30 a.m.: Someone makes a border
line sexist comment. God, how tasteless
... oh wait, that was me. Gotta keep up
with Liz on that chalkboard. It's how I
keep track of how awesome I am.
SARAH HARVEY '11 I E DITO R-IN-CH IBF
3:00 a.m.: Madame Editor Lizzie
Copies of Brooks' work for Look magazine were available for viewing at the exhibition on Monday.
hands back our pages. Finally. She started out today wearing yesterday's makeup.
But now it's tomorrow. So does that mean
that she's wearing the day before yester
day's makeup? Math is hard.
3:30 a.m.: Sars and I are putting our
articles online as the Opinions editors
get up to leave. That Super Senior guy
picks up his backpack and trips on a
cord. Oh. My. God. Our screen goes
black. I turn slowly to stare at him and
wonder if I'd have to hard time if I
strangled him with his stupid yellow
scarf. He starts stammering an apology"Just go," I whisper. "Just go. You've
done enough already."
3:31 a.m.: That Super Senior guy (seriously, what is his name???) leaves.
Quickly.
3:45 a.m.: Thank God we had recently
saved. Sars and I pack up our stuff and
say smug goodbyes to everyone left in the
office. Yeah, that's right. We weren't last.
We all KNOW it's a competition.
4:00 a.m.: Bedtime. As I go to sleep I
SARAH HARVEY '11 I EDITOR- IN -Cl ll EF
think about all my homework and make a
Helen McCann '11 admires some of Brooks' photogra phy, o n display in Mather until May 31, 2010. mental note to quit the Tripod.

Simpson's Thesis Exhibit Captures an Era
continued from page 1

"It didn't take long before I realized
that I stumbled into a gold mine, and
what unfolded has been a tremendous
journey for me," says Simpson. Brooks
has given Simpson an all-access pass to
her archive, which Simpson says has
been "an incredible gift." Simpson
explains that her thesis has turned into
an obsession, and it was clear during her
introduction to the exhibit that she has
developed a deep passion for the photographer and her work.
While Brooks was unable to attend
the opening of the exhibition, her niece
read a short statement from the photographer expressing gratitude for
Simpson's dedication to her photos.
Another family member exclaimed that
"Charlotte has been absolutely thrilled,"
and that the attention to Brooks' exceptional work has been a long time coming.
Even more attention will be paid to the
photographer in the near future: an article about Brooks' work will be featured in
the November issue of Aperture, a premier photography magazine.
Simpson chose a selection of Brooks'
photographs that she found to be the
most "compelling" and that "demonstrated the larger breadth of her work." While
Simpson's thesis focused on women in
the workplace, the photos displayed in
the Mather Art Space range from newboJ.ln babies, to Duke Ellington, to
Dwight D. Eisenhower, to a statue of
Abraham Lincoln. The photographs
show Brooks' wide variety of subjects,
and give a glimpse into the era she captured.
"Brooks' accomplishments defy her
time; breaking glass ceilings as an
unmarried Jewish woman, Brooks
amassed an outstanding body of work,"
says a biography provided by Simpson at
the exhibit. Brooks keeps an extensive
archive of her work in her home, and
many of her images from Look are held
in the Library of Congress.
The exhibition will be open in the
Mather Art Space through May 31, 2010.
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Day in the Life of a Mill Kid:

Two Top 5s

Music, Blogging, Sweet Tees ·

Favorite Bathrooms

SARAH QUIRK '11

remembered my night photography class
was cancelled tonight, thank God, I just
want to chill with my friends at the house
9:00 a .m.: Wake up for my tonight. We have to do some minor set-up
Wednesday morning class. Hop on for this weekend's concert.
themilltheblog to see if anyone has post2:20 p.m.: Wow, just noticed the kid
ed since I last checked at 2:37 a.m. One sitting diagonally across from me is
new post. SICK YouTube video added. wearing light yellow shorts. Have some
The beat kind ofreminds me of this awe- self-respect, dude. You can be fashionable
some DJ I saw in New York over spring without looking like Easter vomited on
break that was really good live. Live per you. No doubt this one is fresh out of
formances tell you so much about some- boarding school and got them this sumone's actual talent. I hate all those pop mer on the Vineyard. It's so hard to find
artists that sound great on the radio, but individuals on this campus. Oh and is
are completely distorted and crash and that a neon hat he's sporting? I used to
burn during live shows.
always wear this neon green hat that
9:15
a.m.: -. - - - -- - - -- - - - -was my Dad's from
_,..,.~;:.a~(All6'......l the 80s, but now
Throw on some
~~-~-lll!lli·1~...-_..;
every other frat bro
cords and a striped
t-shirt that my
on campus is wearbuddy designed an
ing some kind of
we silk screened at
neon headgear. I bet
the Mill. Only a
this kid has - yep,
couple of other peoI can see his
ple have it; I hate
croakies from here,
how everyone at
holding his matching neon Ray-Bans.
this school wears
3:15 p.m.: Back
the same thing. I'm
a little embarrassed
to Peter B's to do
to say I know the
some work. One of
my friends is workname, but whenev. . .lllliiiling this shift so I
er I get bored in
class I just count how many girls are know the music will be good.
3:33 p.m.: Can't concentrate. Send a
wearing those Jack Rogers shoes. It's
pathetic. This school is so materialistic.
nonchalant text to that cute girl I met
10:00 a.m.: After falling back asleep, last weekend who I think lives in the
I finally get up and make my way over to Fred? "hey if you want, me arid some
my first class of the day, iPod in, listen- friends are gonna be hanging in the backing to DJ Philistine's new beats. He's a yard of the mill later tonight af~ con
little into his stuff, butkv:)""
i. t's orettu !!Ood.
et
Ou~..-.~-nP :::>:q,l?q,;: , ,
Snatched it off his blog this morning. "knows I'm part o the ·concert-p .
Class time: History of Western Music. With our 4.ne-up, she can't not
It's a little boring because it's not about that's impressive.
5:15 p.m.: Just leaving the library.
anything recent, but I'm a Music minor,
so I might as well. Plus, Platoffteaches it Ended up talking to a bunch of people
and he's such a chill guy.
about the Mill magazine that's coming
11:00 a.m.: Head over to Peter B's to out. Oh and someone mentioned a sweet
meet up with some friends . Grab a coffee show that's coming up at Webster
and set myself up in the leather chairs. Theatre. I'm definitely going. Maybe that
Take out my new MacBook Pro and jump girl will want to come. I'll mention it to
on hypem.com to show my friends some her tonight when she comes. Her
cool new tracks (not to be confused with response was "yeah I'll let you know once
fresh new tracks ... which I guess is I get out of a cappella practice" ... nice,
okay, but a little too "fratty" for my lik- she sings. She's obviously going to come
ing) I found last night. They're really by.
6:45 p.m .: The roommates and I
into it.
11:50 a.m.: We head over to the Cave decide to order Feng for dinner. It's not
to grab a veggie wrap; bring it outside to the same as the food I had when I was in
eat now that it's getting nice. A kid I Southeast Asia for a couple weeks last
know well from the Mill comes over with summer, surfing and just hanging with
his guitar and casually plays for a little two of my buddies from high school while
while we all hang out. He's not bad, but one of them shot a documentary for his
he kinda messed up the powerchord. film major, but it beats the same oldPretty embarrassing since we can all same old Bistro menu.
play and caught it. He wrote the song
3:30 p.m. : Head over to the Mill with
himself though so I respect that. I've two of my roommates (who are also in the
really been meaning to play more. Mill) for setup.
9:45 p.m.: It's still warm out and we
Maybe I'll perform in the Underground
soon .. . that'll motivate me to practice. finished within an hour (all of the memBesides, that place has such a great vibe. bers showed, we're a pretty dedicated
group and are pumped for the show) so
Cool kids down there, too.
12:15 p.m.: Walk over to the quad to we're all sitting in the backyard, having a
see who's there now that classes are out. few brews in our lawn chairs. Just taking
I see a group of kids I know from fresh- in the warm night, talking about how we
man year, so I go to tell them about the should have another art show.
10:17 p.m.: Text from Fred girl. "Sry,
concert the Mill is having this weekend.
They've all heard about it already not gonna make it, rehearsal is going til
thanks to the impressive posters I 11 and I have a german test tomorrow"
designed that are plastered all over No big deal, she'll be at the show this
Peter B's. If you ever walk through the weekend, I'll make it happen. I'll suggest
library from the north side of campus, she think about singing at our next show
you've seen them. They're so much more to open for the band.
effective than those lame flimsy ones
11:45 p.m.: Head back to the room,
other school organizations make that get just chill with the guys, throw on the TV
ripped down within a day.
I'm sure I'll be up until 3 a.m. though,
1:30 p.m.: Second class of the day: just online. Gotta post my pictures from
Conflicts & Cultures in American spring break ... some of which I'm sure
Society. Pretty interesting class. Just I'll use for my final photography project.
COPY EDITOR
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That's Not What
That's There For

If you missed this sexual sight--

l

I

Outside one Vernon Street
ing, you must not have been out fraternity last weekend, two Late I
last Saturday night. AT's eyes and Night-ready females were spotted I
ears were assaulted by two shady hopping in the back of a cop car.
Ifigures getting frisky in several Hartford's confused finest began
positions, once in the Fuller Arch, yelling at them to get out, to
:and again outside Admissions. AT which these ambitious ladies :
suspects this freshly,shaven-..~ T responded, "Drive us to :
·athlete's other bald ;'\.) \.~~
f(r/\ ,_AD!" AT applauds this I
. he~d _was more than..,.'1..J
~
'V)'~true _achievement in 1
satisfied.
~i 1
~iazmess.
·

I

i".
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This Guy Really
Loves Beer

On Saturday night, AT wit,
of a
frat
brother was seen running
: around his house asking party
attendees to pour a certain cold
1
barley beverage all over his head.
·You know, Mom always said
!washing your hair with beer
' makes it shiny, but AT has a feel,
; ing she wouldn't be too supportive of this.
, nessed a whole new meaning
, brew shampoo. One eager

There Will Be Blood ...
All Over The Stairs

I

This weekend proved that 1
even Tripod staffers make mis,
takes. A seasoned interviewer!
took a trip down the tallest dorm!
in all the land, hitting his head :
on a mysterious metal object
along the way. The evidence of,
his mishap trailed all the way !1
down seven flights of stairs. 1
Ouch. At least he now has a hot j
Harry Potter,esque scar to show!
for it.
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"Where The Styled Things Are" Strikes Pose With Isle Styles
BRANDON LEWIS '13
,\RTS CONTRIBUTOR

On S aturday night, t h e Vernon
Socia l Center was transformed into the
go-to spot for the hottest summer fash ions.
"Caribbean Isles: Where The Styled
Things Are" was the theme for the
Caribbean Students' Association's
(CSA) fifth annual fashion show, and
the clothes certainly lived up to the
name. The show featured a wide array
of looks that could walk hand-in-hand
with the breezy feel of island life .
Hosting the two-hour extravaganza
were Shevonne Greene ' 13 and
Gregory Wayne· Lee '10 (also known as

MATIHEW G!ESBERG '13 I PHOTO CONTRIBUTOR
O tis Holloway entertains with his runway dance.

DJ Danglez), whose ener gy and playful
chemistry with each other and the
models was a huge crowd-pleaser. Of
course , the models r eally made the
crowd go wild.
The first part of the show featured
fun and flirty looks for the girls. The
models walked the runway in a mix of
solid colors and multi-tone patterns.
Jaynie Murrell '11 started the show
with a long, black-and-white patterned
dress. Sharifa Dickenson ' 13 and
Gabrielle Jones ' 13 both inspired
cheers with their short, white dresses .
Candace Simpson '12 wore a striking
gold and white floral print dress , setting one of the show's prevailing styles .
Two shirt-short sets, worn by Hannah
Bibb '13 and Emma Santagelo '10,
were paired with stylish jackets for a
fun, elegant look. The biggest splash of
color came from Jessica Capers ' 11,
wearing a hot pink skirt and bra,
matched with a sheer top and white
jacket.
Furious Fallout, an independent
fashion label by Shane Ayers from
Brooklyn, NY, furnished the next part
of the show. Two men sitting in the
front row watched as their graphic t·
shirts and bags came down the runway,
worn by the male and female models.
Again, the color palette was primarily
restricted to white, black, and tan colors. Homage was paid to New York City
with a pink shirt displaying a black
graphic design of the five boroughs,
worn bY. J::ivnie. Monic::i .Rod iE?11ez.. '
7 -'· •·'
"T"U l-'1T1 v ' urf''IULI
Roldan 13 wore a olack · snirt with a
shining, multi-colored graphic. Music
was one of the major themes, like the
yellow tee with the boombox worn by
Otis Holloway '12 and the beige t·shirt
with a pair of brown headphones worn
by Marc Alexis
'13 . Natasha
Scantlebury '12 modeled a black tee
with a Jamaican flag· colored image of
musical legend Bob Marley.
The evening wear portion of the
show saw the most colorful creations.
Provided by national retailers Cache
and Men's Wearhouse , there were plen·
ty of different looks to choose from for
the perfect night out. Murrell and
James modeled sexy mini dresses,
while Simpson, Dickenson, Jones,

Santangelo, and Tamar McFlarane '12
wore flowing gowns rich in colors and
patterns . Candace's dress, an unexpected mix of zebra print and a purple
floral pattern, was a major eye-catcher,
a s was Jones' tiger-print gown with
black ties. The men brought both dap·
per and swagger to the stage in suits
and tuxedos in varying solid tones.
Highlights included a cool white tuxe·
do with black edges worn by Fadil
Cantave '11 and a classic tuxedo with
long coat tails worn by Vince Novelli
'13.
Arguably the most anticipated portion of the fashion show was the swim suit presentation (for obvious reasons),
designed by Hartford's own Leslee
Santiago. McFlarane launched the sec·
tion with a beautiful, candy-colored
knit bikini, which proved to be the
leading trend. Dickenson, Capers, and
Simpson all wore knitted one-pieces,
each with a different, sexy s hape .
Jones wore a s how stopping knitted
one-piece, complete with a hooded
s hawl. Holloway entertained the crowd
with a little dance at the end of the
runway, wearing green, leopard-print
shorts. Cameron Sutton '13 came down
the runway in shades that matched his
color-dipped black shorts .
All of the men came out next in a
presentation of their own style choices .
There was plenty of plaid and jean in
the guy's looks. Jarett Matlock ' 11
brQught the chill_in a black and gold t·
shirt with ma ch·n~sneakers . Morris
d i.!l~fl, 1-:l '{_lllf IJli
'' 15 ~'::1110 • . lltih 1"c 4
,1
J a oh 12 uroug t t e coo m a b acK
and white outfit paired with a skull·
adorned black fedora, and Richie Khan
' 12 brought the fierce with a blue blaz·
er, purple shirt, fur vest, and a killer
walk. Switching things up from previ·
ous shows was a "Whine Off," where
two competitors squared off against
Trinity's representative Scantlebury to
see who was the best dancer. A student
from the University of Hartford won
the contest, with Natasha coming in
second place.
Murell, Dickenson, RodriguezRoldan, and McFlarane came out in
full Carnivale form, leading up to the
show-closing "Rep Your Flag" portion,
where people from different countries

MATIHE\V G!ESBERG: 3 J PHOTO CONTRIBUTOR
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Gabrielle Jones inspires cheers with short stunner.

came on stage with their respective
flags . Some of the flags represented
included Antigua, Barbados, Guyana,
Puerto Rico , and the Dominican
Republic.
This year's CSA Fashion Show was
a spectacular display of summer style.
The theme was flashy, yet sophisticated, and the models walked the runway
just right, looking amazing. Five years
in,
the
Caribbean
Students'
Association is still the best at starting
the season.
Special thanks to Sade Lake ' 10 and
the CSA E-Board for their cooperation
in the writing of this article.

Actor, Writer "Chazz" Palminteri Impresses with "A Bronx Tale''
KATHLEEN

J. LYONS

ARTS WIUTER

Calogero Lorenzo Palminteri, better know as "Chazz," is an American
actor and writer best know for his performances in The Usual Suspects, A
Bronx Tale, and Mulholland Falls. He
was nominated for Best Supporting
Actor in Bullets Over Broadway. He
has always intrigued me as an actor;
he is from the Bronx, and there is a
tough guy persona that translates well
if you have spent any time in
Providence, Rhode Island.
The
patrons of the Providence Performing
Arts Center (PPAC) certainly appreciated his humor last night, albeit a s an
insider's joke. In the PPAC venue and
audience the play found its niche. The
irony is t h at the "characters" of the
production compare to "charact er s"
you could find h a n ging out in
Olneyville .
A Bronx Tale, set in The Br onx section of New Yor k City in t he 1960's,

tells the story of Calogero Anello, a
young boy from a working class family
who gets involved with organized
crime after witnessing a crime and
withholding the truth. At age nine,
Sonny, the local mob boss, escapes pun·
ishment through Calogero's dishon·
esty. As the child grows older, Sonny
who has befriended young Calogero
becomes a father figure to the boy. The
aura and mystique of the world of
organized crime charms and seduces
the child. The father, a bus driver,
tries to instill his working-class values
into his son. He knows the child lied to
save Sonny, reminding him that, "you
did a good thing for a bad man." The
child grows up conflicted between his
father's ideals, the illusion of glamour,
and the ultimate undoing a life of
crime serves to punctuate.
But, it is Palminter 's show - it is
his story after all. After enjoying a successful r un on Broadway, h e is i n
P rovidence for t he week , wher e h e was
given t h e Keys to t h e Cit y, which is

apropos. The show is captivating, and
he tells it with such grace and humor
while holding the audience in the palm
of his hands.
Leaving the theater, I was thinking
about PPAC before its extraordinary
renovations. My mind flashed to Jan.
24, 1974, when Roomful of Blue s
opened for Bonnie Raitt on her "Takin'
My Time" tour. . . I was with my older
sister, Gina, that night. I recalled my
mother talking about the venue as a
former movie theater in the late 1940s
and early 1950s, and how much I loved
Providence and all its "characters."
On the way out the door, I bumped
into Buddy Cianci, former mayor and
current radio talk show host. I tapped
him on the shoulder and said, "Excuse
me, are you Buddy Cianci?" Buddy
responded, "No , that's m y brother,"
and I knew by the humor that it was
indeed Buddy. "Buddy's br ot h er" a nd
his smoke -show blonde cohort h opped
int o t he back of a black , sleek limou·
sine . On t h e way home, I stopped at

the New York System in Olneyville for
a hot wiener, to eat certainly, but also
to bask in the afterglow of Providence,
a great show, and a great venue. Don't
miss this one.

Actor Chazz Palminteri delivers in A Bronx Tale.
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The Mill Hosts Battle of the Bands, Dirt Road Radio Triumphs
SARAH QUIRK '11
COPY EDITOR

Each year, the Entertainment
Activities Committee (EAC) hosts the
Battle of the Bands, an event in which
various student artists and groups
compete for the prestigious honor of
opening for the Sunday Spring
Weekend concert on the LSC quad.
This year, thanks to last minute planning and the hopes of drawing a larger
crowd, the event was held at the Mill,
as opposed to the overly spacious
Vernon Social Center. Though the
stage was smaller, the Mill provided a
great area for the performances, as the
audience was able to become more

JULIA MCGHEE '13 I PHOTO CONTRIBUTOR
Leah Haxhi '13 brings individual voice to the Mill.

engaged with the acts, rather than
wandering around the back of the
Social Center looking for food.
The show was held two weeks ago,
Thursday, April 8, and went from
around g:30 p.m. until 11:30 p.m. The
night opened with a short introductory
performance by EAC Vice President
and Mill House Manager Chase
Caillouette. This year's line-up consist·
ed of nine acts. While most of the acts
were bands, there were three individuals who performed on their own, one
singing, one DJing and singing, and
one rapping. Each performer had 10
minutes on the stage to play however
many songs they wished. In between
sets Fadil Cantave '11 DJed, and was,
in my opinion, the best performer,
despite the fact that he wasn't compet·
ing. He will however be DJing this
Friday at the Cave Patio concert, opening for K Flay and Treasure Fingers.
Scores were based on three cate·
gories: stage performance, sound, and
crowd reaction. The first couple of acts
didn't quite grasp the importance of
the crowd reaction, but Sleepy
Mailboxes certainly figured out how to
work the crowd, yelling encouragement "Come on, Trinity, I know you
can dance," and singing in the audience. Cameron Sutton '13 was also
able to get the crowd excited by holding off on performing his well-known
song "Trinity Girls" until the end of his
10 minutes, resulting in a "trin·itygirls" chant led by the men's basketball
team. While most of the bands consist·
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Follow Your Hero didn't jam hard enough to open for LMFAO, but aud iences were far from switched off.

ed of entirely Trinity students, such as
Under the Radar and Bad Girl Stories,
there were other bands, such as Dirt
Road Radio and Follow Your Hero,
which were comprised of band mem·
hers from Trinity and other schools.
After a very taxing ju dging process,
scores were totalled to determine a
first place, second place, and third
place winner. The second and third
place positions were newly created this
year, which ended up being a good
addition as each of the top three win·
ners were within a point or two of one
another. The third place winner,
Cameron Sutton '13, will get a free
wristband for the Spring Weekend
events. The second place winner, who
will perform at the Block Party, was

Alli Millstein '10 of Sleepy Mailboxes.
The first place winner, Dirt Road
Radio, comprised of Mike Mortimer
'10, Zachery Wissman '10, Greg
Delgiudice '12 and Justin Wissman,
will perform at Spring Weekend, open·
ing for LMFAO, followed by Mickey
Avalon and Snoop Dogg. Dirt Road
Radio is a country/rock band that will
be playing both original songs, as well
as covers such as crowd favorite
"Wagon Wheel" by Old Crow Medicine
Show, which they do so well. The gates
to this Sunday's concert open at noon
and Dirt Road Radio will be onstage at
12: 15 p.m., so if you missed them at
the Mill, be sure to drag yourselves out
of bed on time to see them rock the
quad.

Art Theft Has Surprising Ties to Illicit Drug Trade, Terrorism
MARK DURNEY '08
ALUMNI CONTRIBUTOR

To satisfy a major in "Art History" at
Trinity College students must fulfill 12
courses "distributed so that at least one
is taken in each of the following six categories: the Western classical medieval
period, the Renaissance, 17th or 18th
century Europe, 19th century Europe,
the 20th century, and a non-Western
field. One of the above or a further
course must be in architectural history."
It is not a surprise that Trinity College,
like most colleges and universities, does
not require Art History majors to complete coursework in cultural heritage
preservation, conservation, or protec·
tion. In order to keep the degree program au courant, it may be helpful to
add a course on the sustainability and
security of cultural heritage.
The FBI's art theft program Web site
states, "Art and cultural property crime
- which includes theft, fraud, looting,
and trafficking across state and international lines - is a looming criminal
enterprise with estimated losses run·
ning as high as $6 billion annually."
Although the FBI attempts to express
the magnitude of art crime numerically,
it is actually quite difficult to calculate
a total dollar value that accurately
reflects the size of the international
illicit art trade because few countries
provide reliable statistics related to art
crime and because a substantial num·
her of art crimes are not reported.
Interpol considers art crime to be one of
the highest grossing illicit trades along
with the illicit drug trade, money laun·
dering, human trafficking, and the
weapons trade. However, rather than
envision the illicit art trade as a distinct criminal enterprise, it is most
helpful to view art crime as a part of
the ecosystem of illicit industries.
Frequently, illicit art and antiquities
are used as collateral in drug transac·

tions and money launderillg scB'~~es,
as well as in financing terrorism. For
example, in 1986, the crime boss Martin
Cahill, also known as "The General,"
masterminded an ingenious heist in
which his gang stole eighteen works of
art from Russborough House, a stately
home outside of Dublin. Included in the
paintings stolen were a Vermeer, a
Goya, and a Rubens among others.
After all but three of the paintings were
recovered, it was revealed that Cahill
utilized the paintings as collateral for a
$1 million loan from an Antwerp diamond dealer. According to Martin
Bailey, writing in The Art Newspaper,
Cahill then used the money to purchase
a stake in an Antiguan bank, which
served as a vehicle for laundering his
drug profits. Certainly, this is one of the
more complex examples of what hap·
pens to stolen art. Nevertheless, it illus·
trates international links to the crimi·
nal underworld. For a more local exam·
ple, one need look no further than New
Haven, Conn., where the career crimi·
nal David Maluk was caught in March,
2009, exchanging art stolen from Yale
University and the New Haven Free
Public Library for his weekly heroin fix.
Living in Hartford, Conn., affords
one many opportunities to visit sites
with significant art crime histories.
From the WadsworthAtheneum, a Dali,
a Gainsborough, and a Lacroix were all
stolen on separate occasions during the
1970s and 1980s. However, most
notable is the theft from the Isabella
Stewart Gardner Museum in Boston in
March 1990. During the night of March
18, 1990, while the city was still dis·
tracted by St. Patrick's Day festivities
and celebrations, two thieves dressed as
Boston police officers robbed the muse·
um of thirteen works of art 'including
five Degas sketches; a portrait by
Manet; a landscape originally attributed to Rembrandt, but now considered
to be by Flinck; a Rembrandt double

pofj;'tait"and his only known seascape; a
Rembrandt
self-portrait
etching;
Vermeer's The Concert (1658 to 1660); a
Chinese ku (Shang Dynasty, 1200 to
1100;) and a bronze finial that crowned
the flag of Napoleon's Imperial Guard.
The total value of the works stolen is
estimated around $300 to $500 million.
However, many of the pieces are irreplaceable and priceless. Furthermore,
the Vermeer is one of only 35 paintings
by the artist known in existence.
Unfortunately, none of the works of art
were insured.
Hollywood has always depicted art
theft as a sexy, elegant crime perpetrat·
ed by the likes of Catherine Zeta-Jones
and Pierce Brosnan. While there have
been a few cases in which thieves broke
into galleries via skylight windows
(Colnaghi's, Manhattan, 1988), or
escaped with the aid of a rope from a
fourth floor balcony window (Brooklyn
Art Museum, Brooklyn, 1933), most
involve common criminals committing
crude smash·and·grab art thefts.
Although a few popular books were
written in the 1970s on art crime, it has

only received scholarly attention ove the past two decades. More American
colleges and universities have begun to
dedicate single seminars to the subject.
In spring 2008, Yale University even
offered a semester-long course by a col·
league of mine on the history of art
crime. Accordingly, it is only a matter of
time before Trinity recognizes this
developing field and the need to further
its study.

Mark Durney is a 2008 graduate of
Trinity College and is currently a masters candidate in cultural heritage studies at University College London. He
serves as Business Director of the
Association for Research into Crimes
Against Art's masters program in art
crime studies (www.artcrime.info), manages the Museum Security Network, and
moderates the blog Art Theft Central
(www.arttheftcentral.com), which discusses recent art crime news and provides insights into the historical trends
in the field. Any inquiries can be directed to mark@artcrime.info.
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A diagram showing international links between money, drugs, and stolen art in the criminal underworld.
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Committee Begins Evaluating Themed Housing
continued from page 1
and nature of the group," according to
the overview of the evaluation.
The evaluation process is made up
of five parts: Self-study, an invitation
for comment from the community, a
team visit, summary and recommenda tions from the visiting team, and the
renewal decision by the Vernon-Allen
Committee.
The self-study is done by members
of the house, who have to write a report
of up to 10 pages. The report is a reflection upon themselves, in which they
answer questions about their contributions to the life of the College, member
involvement in their activities, the
exercise of leadership within the house,
and any problems or issues the group
has dealt with.
After the self-survey is submitted an
open invitation will be sent out to the
Trinity community asking for com ments, provided that the commenting
person identifies themselves and focus
on a specific issue, rather than giving
generalized praise or scorn. The com ments then will be shared with the
house members, although if necessary
the Committee does reserve the right to
withhold the name of the critic. This
invitation will be posted in both the
Trinity Exchange and The Trinity
Tripod.
Four students will be in charge of
the visiting teams that will be evaluating the houses. Nicole Dubowitz '10 will
lead the team visiting the Tree House,
Ryan Haney '10 will lead the team visiting The Mill, Melissa Litwack '10 will
lead the team visiting the I-House, and
Stephen Kendall '10 will lead the team
'
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Spnn•
Sa.dent
Government
Assoctatton
Eleaton Results:
Senators-At-Large:
Mark LaVoie '11
Benjamin Speicher '11
Daniel Mayernick '12
Camille Abdel-Nabi '12
Ananya Sahay '13

COURTESY OF n:incoll.edu

Themed houses oQ Vernon Street and Allen Street are being visited by the Vernon-Allen Committee.

visiting the House of Peace.
These teams will have at least one
faculty member, on administrator, and
two students who will normally be
members of the Vernon-Allen committee. The members of the houses being
evaluated will have the opportunity to
review the list of visitors and request a
replacement if they can provide an adequate reason for the change. Before the
visit the visiting team will read the selfstudy of the house so that they can later
have a discussion with the house members about any issues raised in the
study or comments submitted.
After the visiting team evaluates
the house, they will write a short summary of any relevant discussion points
and improvements that they believe the
house members should consider. The
team will also recommend whether or
not the house should be continued in

full, with probationary stipulations, or
not at all. This write-up will then be
submitted to
the
Vernon-Allen
Committee who will, by majority vote,
accept the recommendations or ask the
visiting team for more information.
If the house members under review
disagree with the final decision or feels
that the Vernon-Allen Committee
acted arbitrarily, they may appeal to
the Campus Climate Committee for a
review of the process and/or the deci·
sion. The Campus Climate Committee
may take whatever action they feel is
warranted based on the information
presented in the appeal.
The Vernon-Allen Committee is
"committed to making this evaluation
process flexible enough to allow groups
with a variety of virtues to flourish and
to making it an exercise that helps
viable groups improve and grow."

President:
Ibrahim Diallo '11

Vice President:
Timothy Stiefler '11
Vice President of Finance:
Pratheek Kalyanapu '12
Ice President of Multicultural

Affairs:
Leslie James '.11

Vice President of
Entertainment:
Anton Reuben '11

-

DARTFORD POlICE UPDATE
April 11:
Hartford Police are investigating an alleged kidnapping oj
a woman they believe to be a prostitute by a man who
supposedly was her pimp. The woman was taken from he1
apartment on 46 Allen Place at about 2 a.m. after the
alleged pimp displayed a handgun.
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Schedule of Events:
Friday, April 23
9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Cave Patio Dance featuring K. Flay and Treasure Fingers

April 14:
Duane Foster, a 49-year-old convict confessed in
Superior Court to a robbery, kidnapping and rape that
occurred in 1988 outside of the Arch Street Tavern. ThE
crime sent James C. Tillman, later proved innocent, to
orison for 18 years. After Foster's confession he faces ar
11-year prison sentence that would run consecutive to
sentences that he is already serving for numerous other
convictions.

Saturday, April 24
10 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Psi Upsilon Spring Formal featuring The White Panda

Sunday, April 25
12 p.m. • 5 p.m.Student Opener: Dirt Road Radio,
LMFAO, Mickey Avalon, Snoop Dogg

April 17:
At approximately 9 a.m., a man in his mid-3os was found
lying on the sidewalk outside of an apartment building at
28-31 Warner St. The man was taken to the hospital in
critical condition due to multiple bullet wounds. The
shooting occurred during a brawl between the victim and
residents of the Warner St. building; another man suffered a head injury due to a blunt object but the wound
was not life-threatening.

Wristbands for the Sunday, April 25 concert may be purchased
online until 9 a.m. on April 23 at tcommerce.trincoll.edufor $20
for students and $25 for guests. Wristbands must be picked up in
person. Students may also purchase wristbands in person on
Friday, April 23 between 12 p.m. and 8 p.m. at Bishop's Corner
Lounge in Mather, Saturday, April 24 between 12 p.m. ands p.m.
at Rittenburg Lounge,
or Sunday, April 25 between 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. at the Mather
Lobby.
Students must bring two fonns of ID or one government-issued ID
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-The Gavel: SGA This Week

This Week the SGA has
...Passed a resolution authorizing funding for
the first-ever College ~ommunity Fair to be held
on April 29, with the purpose of providing an
opportunity for student groups to showcase
their achievements this past year. The SGA will
provide $soo dollars to the organization whose
contributions to the Trinity community are
judged most impressive by the Council on
Campus Climate.
...Selected the winners of the SGA Established
Leader Award and the SGA Emerging Leader
Award, to be presented on Honors Day.
...Launched the first ever Trinity Olympics with
a series of five tournaments. The winning team
will be awarded $300 dollars .
...Begun end-of-the-year budget reviews for
those organizations with operating budgets.

Intercollegiate
Update
Wesleyan University

University of Rhode Island

O n Thursday, April 15, a student
performing in a play was accidentally
stabbed with a prop sword during a
stage fight. Students involved in the
production stated that before the ind·
dent, the actors picked up the wrong
props and were unaware that they
were actually metal swords. The student is now in stable condition.

After the flooding caused by
storms near the end of March, officials estimate that repairs across all
URI campuses will cost $2 million.
The Federal Emergency Management
gency will help the University with
the repair costs, but will not reimburse the $40,000 used due to the
power outages caused by the storms.

Fordham University

Smith College

Since January 12, Fordham
Smith College has made a promU niversity has collected $44,359 for ise to achieve carbon neutrality by
Haiti relief, over half of which was 2030, entirely eliminating greenhouse
raised by student clubs. Efforts to gas emissions. Students and faculty
raise funds for water, food, shelter, have written the Sustainability and
and med ical supplies for Haitian vie- Climate Action Managment Plan
tims have included a relief benefit, a (SCAMP) which outlines the ways
talent show, and a "Lady Gaga" show that the College will reduce its carbon
featu ring a Lady Gaga impersonator. footprint over the next 20 years.

College Students
Get 20o/o OFF all full-price EMS® brand items
and 15% OFF all full-price national brand items
Must show valid college ID. Exclusions may apply; visit store for details-

West Hartford
Corbins Comer Shopping Parkade
860-561-4302

News In Brief
Volcanic Ash Hinders Europe

Two More Earthquakes Strike

An enormous cloud of ash from the eruption of a volcano under Iceland's
Eyjafjallajokull glacier has caused the
biggest flight disruption since the events of
9/11. Since Thursday, April 15, flights have
been cancelled across Europe and thou·
sands of travelers have been left stranded.
European air traffic should be returning to
at least 50 percent of its normal levels with·
in the next few days, according to the
European Union.

After numerous earthquakes have
occurred across the world, two more struck
within the past week. On Wednesday, April
14, a 6.9-magnitude earthquake shook
China's Qinghai province; at the time of
press the death toll had exceeded 1,100 people. Four days later on April 18, a 6.3-mag·
nitude earthquake struck Papa New
Guinea. There are no reports of death or
damage, although authorities have yet to
begin assessing the damage.

Adopted Boy Sent Back to Russia

Crash Kills 96 Polish Officials

Artyom Sevelyev, a seven-year-old boy
adopted by Torry Hansen of Tennessee, was
sent alone on a flight back to Moscow with
a note saying he was violent and had severe
psychological problems. According to his
adopted grandmother, Nancy Hansen,
Sevelyev drew pictures of their house burn·
ing down, and was consistently violent and
threatening. Authorities are investigating
the Hansen family.

On Saturday, April 10, a Russian airliner crashed, killing the top levels of Poland's
military, political, and religious elite. The
president and his family, along with dozens
of other dignitaries, were traveling to a cer
emony commemorating the Katyn mas·
sacre, one of Poland's greatest national
tragedies. Officials have announced that
the pilot may be to blame, after deciding to
land in heavy fog when warned against it.

Swarthmore College

Hofstra University

Washington Racks Up Late Fees

22-Year-Old Rows Across Atlantic

After many years, the biannual
"Dash for Cash " fu ndraiser at
Swarthmore College has been cancelled. In the event rugby players from
the men's and women's teams would
run naked through the first floor of
Parrish Hall, collecting money held
out by onlookers. The cancellation
came out of the administration's disapproval of public nudity.

During the Student Government
presidential elections for the 20102011 academic year, flyers appeared
across Hofstra's campus showing
vice presidential candidate Luke
Miedreich ' 12 in blackface. The pictures show Miedreich in blackface at a
Senate meeting, with a shirt reading
"I smack hoes." The opposing candidate has denied any involvement.

The New York Society Library's head
librarian Mark Bartlett has stated that
President George Washington did not
return two books on their due date November 2, 1789. The two books, Law of
Nations and a volume of debates from the
British House of Commons, still have yet to
be returned. Corrected for inflation, the fees
would be $300,000, however Bartlett says
that these will not be enforced.

Katie Spotz became the youngest
woman to row an entire ocean solo, after
spending 70 days, five hours, and 22
minutes at sea. Originally Spotz was
supposed to end in Cayenne, French
Guiana, but was informed that the currents were dangerous and she would
need a tow. Instead, she rowed 400 miles
to the northwest so that she could finish
the journey on her own.

•
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HUMOUR
~

JE>aus of :Mt~bop Jtrobiittion--------

"€omtlJp al1vap5 work5 bt5t lv{Jtn it i5 mtan-5PirittlJ." - J/o!Jn €ltt5t
Dear F artfaces,
The Humour page is supposeJ to be a lighthearted, silly piece ofjournalism intenJeJ to cause gigglez anJ smilez among the reader ship. Furthermore, the page is carefully JesigneJ so as to not cause offense ~o anyone, anJ frankly, that takes a lot of effort on my part.
Unfortunately for you, I haJ a s-t week (c;.Jminating in some particularly special human being sideswiping my beloveJ little car) anJ I Jon 't
feel like being particularly cheery right now. I also lack. the motivation to try to be humorous without being unkin.J. Do you ingrates have
any id.ea how Jifficult it is to be funny without making fun of anyone? Well, it's hella Jifficult. Like the literary fi.gure young Werther,
recent events have all but JestroyeJ my fresh-faceJ idealism. "W.Lether I will also kill myself anJ later be imm.orta.lizeJ in the form ofname -

sake butterscotch candies favoreJ exclusively by olJ people remains to be seen. But what I can tell you with certainty is that this week's
Humour page. is JeciJeJly mean-spirited anJ negative. I hope that this, my catharsis, not only fails to make you laugh, but also actually
makes you upset, so you can feel as unhappy as I Jo. Because I'm spiteful, you see. AnJ also, according to an olJ proverb, shareJ so.rrow
is halveJ so.rrow, so even il~nly 5 people reaJ this, mathematically speaking I will be left with only i/3z as much so.rrow as I started with.
GoJ, I am clever.
Insincerely yours,

Dr.

My~ ZM(£i:y pfD/ Esf

Everyone knows that the most
effective way to stack paper these
days is to get into the rap game, and
the most effective way to blow up in
the rap game is to start a beef. If
this logic applies to every other area
of life like I am assuming it does,
then the natural course of action for
the Humour page to get exposure is
to start a fight with another page.
Today, we will be talking a pantload
of smack about The Harvard
Lampoon:
1. In addition to serving a s
Harvard's only undergrad humour
publication, The Lampoon also func·
tions as a social organization, and is
rumored to host "bacchanalian" (a
fancy word used by Classics majors
to mean "involving binge-drinking
and, invariably, vomiting") parties
in the basement of the small mock·
Flemish castle in which it is housed.
We here at the Tripod Humour sec·
tion drink on the job all the time,
but we don't pretend we're in some
cool-secret· smart
people
club
because of it. And what's the deal
with your mock-Flemish castle?
Could you not afford a real one?
ZING!
2. Speaking of money, much of
their bankroll comes from licensing
the"ir name to the film production
company National Lampoon, which
was founded by two Harvard alums
in the 1970s (likely during an LSD
bender). That's right. The same
people who brought us such cine·
matic masterpieces as The Beach
Party at the Threshold of Hell and
three Van Wilder movies. Three.
Van Wilder. Movies. Take a second
and let that sink in. Upsetting, I
know. So while we might not pub·
lish our Humour page from a stupid

tacky castle, we also aren't responsible
for bringing any Ryan Reynolds movies
into the world, so we sleep peacefully at
night. What about you, Lampoon? And
hey, remember that time when National
Lampoon's only good movie ("Animal
House," duh) was inspired by
Dartmouth and not Harvard? How do
you feel about that?
3. With pieces addressing with topics
such as kid-detective Encyclopedia
Brown facing the fragility and meaning·
lessness of life ("Encyclopedia: I don't
care. I'm never going to care about any·
thing again"), The Lampoon aims to be
like a smarter Jack Handy crossed with
Samuel Beckett, but ends up resem·
bling the unholy bastard child of one of
the nihilists from The Big Lebowski and
early 1990s Dennis Miller. Except their
flow probably isn't nearly as good.
4. The most famous living Lampoon
alum is probably Conan O'Brien, the
comedian and late-night talk show host,
who took over hosting the storied
Tonight Show franchise in June 2009
only to be unceremoniously dropped six
months later, despite critical acclaim
and his undisputed comic genius. The
reason? Cranky old people simply didn't
understand the self-proclaimed "redheaded freak's" humour. This proves
that though The Lampoon may be run
by some intelligent and funny people,
humour appealing to the lowest com·
man denominator will always prevail.
In related news: poop!
5. The Lampoon makes a big deal
about the fact that they produced a few
James Franco videos that appeared on
funnyordie.com even though all they
really did was successfully work a video
camera. Newsflash, Lampoon? The
reason Franco allowed you to produce
the videos is the same reason why he
decided to appear on the soap opera

oure unny,
Submit to the Humour Page!
E-mail meghan.mcevoy@trineoll.edu
...or don't. See if I care, jerk.

•

If you looked at this picture, George Will has read your mind.
There is also a 60% chance that you have been impregnated .

General Hospital despite his thriving
film career. It's because James Franco
friggin' loves smoking weed. You nerds
probably don't know anything about it,
but weed sometimes clouds your judgment. I could quite literally show up at
James Franco's house with an eighth
and a script about cats taking over the
world and within an hour he'd be on
board to produce, star in, and serve as
craft services coordinator for the film.
So don't get too proud of yourselves.
6. Finally, if you are wondering why
I have chosen to direct such hateful vit·
rial toward The Lampoon, please con·
sider the following. According to their
official website, "Gone from the modern
Lampoon are pieces about Harvard
(which would be lost on our now-nation·
al audience) , whimsical anecdotes
(which grew tedious), and the columns
of George Will (which have never
appeared in the magazine)."
Whoa, whoa, whoa. Harvard can
yell "safety school" at us at as many
squash matches as they like, but I will
not sit idly by and allow them to speak
ill of His Holiness George F. Will (hal·
lowed be His name). Will is a scholar

and a gentleman and he represents
everything those Harvard hippies
should aspire to be . Recently, beer
company Dos Equis modeled their
"most interesting man in the world"
spokesman after him without his
consent. Will was apathetic about
the whole affair and responded only
by saying that the commercials
were "pedestrian and tired."
Moreover, Will would never sport a
Unabomber beard like the Dos
Equis guy. But you know who would
approve of such facial hair? The
actual Unabomber, Harvard gradu·
ate Ted Kaczynski. Fellow Harvard
men Isoroku Yamamoto (the guy
who was in charge of the attack on
Pearl
Harbor)
and
Ernst
Hanfstaengl (close friend and confidant of Adolf Hitler) would also like·
ly approve. Basically, those clowns
over in Cambridge are about two
steps away from being parts of the
Axis of Evil, and thus we at the
Tripod feel that it is completely
within our rights to make fun of
them. It's not like any of us really
wanted to go there, anyway.

,-
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Tufts Ends Women's Lax's Perfect Start

Upcoming Bantam Games:

continued from page 16
three go.als and an a§lsist, and
attacker Caitlin Irvine ' 11,
midfielder Alisen Urquhart
' 11, and midfielder Megan
Leonhard '13 all scored twice.
Goalie Gina Dinallo '12 helped
fend off the Panther rally and
finished the game with nine
saves.
The Bantam's only loss this
season was on Saturday, April
10, against Tufts in a close, 119 game. After an evenly played
start, the Jumbos scored two
unanswered goals before halftime to take a 6-4 lead. Tufts
scored twice to open the second
half, increasing its lead to four.
The Bantams battled back to
cut the Jumbo lead to 8-7 as
Leonhard, Kaitlin Hildebrand
'13, and Irvine scored three
straight goals for the Bantams.
Each team scored twice more,
but the Bantams were never
able to even the score.

Wed

21

Thu 22

Softball at Amherst 4:30 p.m.

Men•s Track and Field at Penn Relays
Women•s Track & Field at Penn Rela
Men's Tennis at Tufts 3:30 p.m.

W.. Lax at Eastern CT St 4:30 P~m.
Women's Tennis vs. Bates 3 p.m.
Softball at Bowdoin 4 p~ •P•'

Sat . 24

Men~B~·a\c~rt<
,,..,""'

Sat

Women's -Rowing vs. Con~cut

COURTESY OF http://athletics.trincoll.edu

With three games left, th e lacrosse team has the best reco rd in the NESCAC .

The Bantams rebounded
from their loss against Tufts
with an 11-9 win on Thursday,
April 15, at Springfield
College. The Bantams opened
the scoring with an early 4-0
run and maintained their lead

COURTESY OF http://athletics.trincoll.edu

Trinity defeated Middlebury for its first win against the Panthers since 1989.

into halftime, when they held a
7-4 advantage. The second half
belonge4
mainly
to
Springfield, as . the team
outscored the · Bantams 5-4
during the period, and at one
point scored four straight to
cut the deficit to two goals at
10-8. After a timeout, the
Bantams quickly regained control
of the
game ,
as
Romanowsky assisted an
Irvine score, and the Bantams
ended
any hope
of a
Springfield rally.
The Bantams travel to
Eastern Connecticut State on
Thursday, April 22, before closing out the regular season with
two NESCAC games, both on
the road. The Bantams visit
Bates College on Saturday,
April 24 before their regular
season finale at Amherst on
Friday, April 30. At 10-1and61 in the league, Trinity is currently the top team in the
NESCAC. Colby College, Tufts
University,
and
Bowdoin
College trail the Bantams with
two conference losses apiece.

24

Golf at~ (NESCAC CflamP.)
Men'S Track Md Field at Tufts 9 a.sn.
Sat

24

Women's Track & Field at Tufts
(NESCAC Championships) 9 a.m.

Sat

24

Women's Tennts at Brandeis 11 a.m.

Sat

24

SoftbaU at Bowdoin 12 p.m.

Sat

24

Baseball at Amherst 12 p.m.

Sat

24

Men's Lacrosse vs. Bates 1 p.m

Sat

24

Women'$ Laerosse at Bates 2 p.m.

Baseball Team Finding
NESCAC Play Difficult
continued from page 16

Softball Pitcher of the Wee,k for
the week of April 5. The softball
team is off to a 7-1 start in the
NESCAC, and has had an 11-game
winning streak.

any more offense in the game.
As a team, the Bantams
went 20-for-69 this weekend,
good for a team batting average of .289 against the powerful Jumbos, who are 7-1 in
NESCAC play and 18-3 overall.
After this weekend's
games, the Bantams are second in their division with a 6-5
NESCAC record and a 14-6
record overall.
Last weekend, the Bantams
took two of three from Bates,
who is fourth in the division,
with scores of 10-7, 6-0, and 4-

8. Then they continued their
hot streak by soundly defeating Coast Guard 16-7.
Despite being second in the
division in the standings,
Trinity is actually first in the
NESCAC in both team ERA
(3.49), team on-base percentage (.469), and team batting
average (.368), with Tufts coming in just behind them at 3.57,
.459, and .356, respectively.
This week should be a big
one for the Bantams, with a
game at Eastern Connecticut
State, two at Amherst College,
and two at Brandeis Universi
ty.

..

Centerfielder Matt Sulliva n ' 10 ducks out of the way

of a wild pitch against Bates
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Inside Sports:
Bantams games for the
week of April 19,
page 17

The Trinity Tripod

Crew Team Dominates Early Races Bantam Baseball Loses
Twice Against Tufts
ALEX FITZGERALD '10
SPORTS EDITOR

The Trinity College men's
rowing team raced in its
fourth regatta this season
against
Worchester
Polytechnic Institute (WPI),
Bates College, Ithaca College,
the
University of New
Hampshire ,
Connecticut
College, and Vassar College on
Saturday, April 17, coming
away with victories in most
races. The first varsity 8 won
its race with a time of 6:02.2,
beating the WPI boat by 1.3
seconds. The second varsity 8
and novice 8 boats also won
their races, while the second
novice boat came in second
behind the first novice 8 boat.
The varsity 8 boat has not
lost a race all year. The boat
consists of tri·captains Hal
Ebbott '10, John Graves '10,
and Nate Kelly '10, as well as

Danilo Cicmil '10, Ryan Flynn
'10, Hugh McKeegan '10, Colin
Touhey '10, Will Kelly '11, and
coxswain Felipe Luisi ' 10.
Before winning the race this
past weekend, the team raced
against
WPI ,
Williams
College, Connecticut College,
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology,
and
the
University of Rochester on
Saturday, April 10, beating
WPI's boat by four seconds
with a time of 6:07.6. The second varsity 8 boat placed first
in its race as well, while the
varsity 4 came in second
behind WPI.
In the novice race , Trinity's
first boat won and Trinity's
second boat came in second
with times of 6:16.5 and
6:26.1, respectively.
On Saturday, April 3, the
Trinity team traveled to
Coventry Lake in Coventry,
Conn. , to race against the

COURTESY OF D EE McMEEKAN r·1 0

The men's rowing first va rsity 8 boat has won each of its races so far this season.

University of Connecticut and
the United States Coast
Guard Academy. Trinity's
boats thoroughly dominated
the regatta, winning every
race, and in races with two
boats, taking first and second.
The first varsity 8 won by
more than 15 seconds over the
Connecticut boat, with a time
of 6:07.01.
Over spring break the
Bantams traveled to San
Diego, Cali£., to compete in the
San Diego Crew Classic.
Trinity was the only Division
III College that participated
in the event. The varsity 8
won the grand final of the
California Cup over the
University of Notre Dame,
Loyola
Marymount
University, the University of
Southern California, and the
University of California, Los
Angeles . The boat finished
with a time of 6:12.60, while
Notre Dame finished with a
time of 6:19.66. The second
varsity 8 boat came in sixth in
the grand final of the Sharp
Cabrillo Cup with a time of
6:34.13.
With four races under their
belts, the varsity 8 is still perfect. They and the rest of the
rowing team have just three
regattas left this year including
the
New
England
Championships and Eastern
College Athletic Conference
(ECAC) National Invitational
to end the year. Next weekend
the team will race at Clark
University
against
Connecticut
College
and
Wesleyan University.

Women's Lacrosse Beats Middlebury
ANN WALLER CURTIS '12
SPORTS EDITOR

The No. 5 ranked Trinity
College women's lacrosse team
recorded its first win in more
than 20 years against the
Middlebury College Panthers
last weekend. The 12-8 final
score marked the first time the
Bantams have defeated the
Panthers in their last 20

games; the last Bantam victory
was a 7-6 decision in 1989. The
loss was the tl}ird in a row for
the Panthers, who entered the
game ranked No. 11 in the
nation. With the win, the
Bantams improve to 10-1 and
6-1 in the New England Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) with three games
remaining in the regular sea son.

.

Playing their final home
game of the year, the Bantams
opened the contest against
Middlebury with a 4-0 run and
never looked back. The
Bantams led 9-3 at halftime,
and at one point in the second
half held a 12-4 advantage.
Late in the second period, the
Panthers scored four straight
goals to cut the Bantam advantage in half, but the Bantams
controlled the game's final
minutes to prevent a Panther
comeback attempt.
The Bantams honored their
five seniors on Saturday afternoon. Sarah Remes '10, Jenn
Calver '10, Carrie Wolcott '10,
Anne Cook '10, and Kristin
Phelps '10 all played their final
game on Robin L. Sheppard
Field, helping lead the
Bantams to an important win
over
NESCAC
rival
Middlebury.
Midfielder
Rachel
Romanowsky '11 contributed
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The Bantams have lost only once this year, 11-9,

to

Tufts on Saturday, April 10.

see TUFTS on page 15

KAYLA CHADWICK '12
SPORTS CONTRIBUTOR

The Trinity College men's
baseball team dropped a pair
of games to the NESCAC Eastleading
Tufts
University

tagged with the loss.
Second
baseman Alex
Lillonni '12 went 2-for-4 in the
game with one RBI. First
baseman Brad Runowicz '13
knocked in two runs for the
Bantams as well.

-

COURTESY OF MATT SULLTVAN '10

Pitcher Andrew Janiga '11 delivers a pitch against Bates College two weekends ago.

Jumbos by scores of 5-4 (10
innings) and 10-4 (7 innings).
The Bantams were supposed to
play three games, but the last
was
postponed
due
to
inclement weather, and will be
played at a later date.
The first game of the double-header was started by
pitcher Derek Anderson '10,
who held the Jumbos scoreless
through the first four innings
before surrendering a run in
the bottom of the fifth.

Game number two was
more
one-sided
as
the
Bantams used six different
pitchers in as many innings.
James Ramsey '12 took the
loss, though he pitched just
one inning, and was relieved
by Andrew Janiga '11, tri-captain Conor O'Sullivan-Pierce
'10, David Casanova '11, Angus
Anderson '12, and Mick
DiStasio '13 .
Outfielder Jim Wood '10
went 4-for-4 in the game with

COURTESY OF MATT SULLIVAN '10

Alex Almeida '13 hit a double and had three RBI in the win against Coast G uard.

Anderson left the game with
one out in the sixth after three
more runs had been scored.
D.J. Goldberg '13 pitched an
inning in relief, and then gave
way to Edward Donovan '12,
who would ultimately get

one RBI and one run scored.
Third
baseman
Stephen
Rogers '13 got a pinch-hit RBI
double in the ninth inning, but
the Bantams could not muster
see BASEBALL on page 15

